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### Background / Overview

- Final of the IRTP PDPs
- Started work in February 2013
- Initial Report published in March 2014
- Community outreach following WG creation, following Initial Report and during five ICANN meetings
- Final Report published today. See: www.tinyurl.com/IRTPfinal
Recommendations Overview

• Working Group addressed six Charter questions
• Final Report contains 18 recommendations
• WG members supported all recommendations by full consensus
Recommendations Overview

• Introduce reporting requirements for TDRP rulings
• Multiple-hop scenarios are addressed
• TDRP modified to discontinue Registries as first-level dispute providers
• Extension of TDRP’s statute of limitation to now 12 months
Recommendations Overview

• No dispute-option for inter-registrant transfers – but a list of Use Cases to help guide future policy development

• Improved, centralized display of dispute resolution information for registrants on ICANN’s website

• Maintaining the FOA

• Call to gather data for a future review of IRTP - once all recommendations are implemented
Next Steps

- Final Report will be presented during GNSO Weekend session
- Motion will be tabled for the GNSO Council to adopt Final Report during ICANN 51 meeting
- Public comment on Final Report opened after ICANN 51
- Board considering the recommendations early 2015